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President’s Message 

 
Happy New Year! 
 
As I write this, I am in the midst of the hustle and bustle of the holidays. One of my favorite 
things to do is send holiday cards.  I enjoy thinking fondly of friends whom I have known over 
the years. Three of those friends were from my first days working in law firms.  One is now a ju-
dicial assistant and the other two were stay at home moms for many years, although one went 
back to work as a legal secretary for a firm in Atlanta.   
 
I have many reasons to thank the legal field. The connections I have made and continue to 
make are very special to me. Done right, the force of the legal support team is like no other.  
There are high stakes and high stress, but also very high satisfaction. The profession that I 
have been in for 33 years wouldn’t have been the same without ALA.  Think of legal adminis-
trators as aerialists in a high wire act and ALA as the safety net below. ALA is always there to 
catch us as we practice our tricks and learn to hone our skills.  
 
This imagery fits well with ALA’s newest initiative “Elevate ALA.”  Check out the strategic plan 
for 2017-2020 at http://www.alanet.org/about/about-ala/ala-strategic-plan. The plan is focused 
on five areas:  
 

 Define our Identity 

 Increase Member and Business Partner Value  

 Enhance Industry Thought Leadership  

 Advance Legal Management Professional Development  

 Build Community and Engagement 
 
As we go into the New Year and the next three years as a Chapter, I welcome your thoughts on how we can address these im-
portant areas as a Chapter.   
 
Are you going to the Annual Conference and Exposition in Denver?  Registration is now open!  Are you worried or nervous 
about asking your firm to attend?  Take a look at the justification tool kit:  http://www.alanet.org/ac2017/about/justification-
toolkit#document. Remember it’s not just for the classes; it’s to receive the latest information and ideas from our exhibitors and 
to network with others as well!   
 
With the New Year comes new California labor laws – make sure you sign up for the employment law update on January 25

th
.  

And if you haven’t voted for the officers of our Chapter in 2017-2018 please log onto the website and in the member area click 
on surveys and vote.  Voting must be completed by the end of the day January 17, 2017.   
 
Do you have a New Year’s resolution?  Mine is to enjoy the rest of my term as your President, try and reach out to as many 
members as I can and help support Annie Lathram as she begins her term in April 2017.  I wish all of you a Happy New Year! 

Ceanne Herndon 

Office Manager 
Beveridge & Diamond, P.C. 
 
Ceanne Herndon can be 
reached at 415-262-4055 
or by email at 
cherndon@bdlaw.com 

http://www.alanet.org/about/about-ala/ala-strategic-plan
http://www.alanet.org/ac2017/about/justification-toolkit#document
http://www.alanet.org/ac2017/about/justification-toolkit#document
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On Nov. 10, 2016, the FBI 
talked to me about cyber-
security. Fortunately, they 
weren’t knocking on my 
door to tell me that all my 
data has been hacked and 
my identity has been stolen. 
 
I attended an ILTA presen-
tation on Cyberthreat 
Trends, delivered by Super-
visory Special Agent Elvis 
Chan, to a packed house of 
very frightened-looking peo-

ple. The lawyers in the room looked particularly alarmed: 
According to Elvis, hackers prefer to break into a single law 
firm with multiple Intellectual Property clients, than do the 
work of hacking into each start-up’s intellectual property one 
at a time. 
 
Of course, Elvis touched on all the key security points of fire-
walls, two-factor authentication security, virus scans, etc. 
Everyone nodded complacently as he reviewed what all law 
firms are already doing. 
 

But, Elvis warns, there’s one weak point in 
every system that can’t be controlled by 
technology: The people who use it. And 
hackers know this: They have lists of com-
monly used passwords, they have ways to 
hack into phones (iOS and Android!), they 
know who their prey is, and they hunt delib-
erately.  
 

 
We at FlexManage have seen all too many firms where busy 
lawyers sidestep essential security measures, even such 
basic steps as requiring complex passwords that change 
every 60-90 days. The consequences include ransomware 
attacks that permanently encrypt vital data, and losses in the 
millions of dollars. 
 
So, how do you begin to change ingrained human habits? 
Our proven approach to building cybersecurity awareness 
includes: 
 

 Using surveys and polls to assess current awareness 

 Delivering multi-media education to enhance firm-wide 
security awareness 

 Implementing regular, ongoing testing to locate weak 
links in our clients’ protective systems. 

 
All of us are vulnerable to “impulsive clicking behavior.” And 
all of us can learn standard procedures for avoiding expen-
sive security disasters. We just have to take the time to pay 
attention. 
 

 
 

 

 

Hear Ruth Speak!  

Talking to Decision-Makers About 

the Cloud 
 

January 10, 2017 
11:45 AM - 1:00 PM 
 Add to Calendar 
 
Reed Smith, LLP 
101 Second Street, Suite 1800 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Register Now 
 
The Business Matters Section is presenting Talking to Deci-
sion-Makers About the Cloud.  We've all heard about "the 
cloud," and most of us have used it in some way.  As Law 
Office Administrators, we need to educate our decision-
makers - and ourselves - about the risks and benefits of 
offsite "cloud" storage, so we can help make good strategic 
decisions about how to manage information in the future.  In 
this presentation, we'll define terminology, talk about key 
benefits and known risks of cloud-based technology solu-
tions, and learn criteria for helping your firm move forward 
into the next generation of digital information management.  
Our speaker is Ruth Halpern.  Ruth has been a consultant 
and trainer in the legal field since she published "Getting the 
Most from WordPerfect 5."  She has spoken at the ALA An-
nual Conference as well as for local ALA chapters.  In her 
current role as Client Strategy Executive at FlexManage, 
she helps law firms design their technology, training, and 
business processes to best serve their strategic goals.  She 
is an expert on the intersection between people and technol-
ogy, ensuring that our technology works for us, and not vice 
versa. 
 
This event is sponsored by FlexManage, formerly Project 
Leadership Associates (PLA), who provides flexible and 
scalable IT services to help clients harness the power of 
technology.   
 
Meeting Contact: Annie Lathram at  
alathram@reedsmith.com 
 

Cyberthreat Trends: People are the problem   
By Ruth Halpern, Client Strategy Executive at FlexManage   

http://alasf.org/vcs/meeting319.vcs
https://alasf.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=319
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Now that we’re in the last quarter of the calendar year, there are some key things you should be planning to close out the 
year strong and set you, your team and your firm up for a successful new year. 
 
Planning for your firm's success begins with taking stock of where your firm has been, setting and tracking goals and align-
ing focus and resources. Planning for your personal success begins with clearing out the clutter, approaching each day with 
a plan and maintaining focus. 
 
3 Tips for Planning Your Firm's Success 
 
1. Take stock 
 
First, spend some time reviewing what materials, initiatives and programs you have launched so far this year. 
 
Did you accomplish all that you had planned? If not, what were the barriers? Do they still exist and how can you remove 
those for next year? If you did, what made that possible? Did your planned activities provide the results your firm was ex-
pecting? If not, how can you affect change next year? If so, how can you continue to achieve these results next year? 
 
Next, take stock – literally! – of your branded materials. Make sure your materials are still an accurate representation of your 
brand and your firm. Are you still pleased with the quality and consistency of your brand and message? If not, rewrite, re-
quest proposals and update those materials in time for the first of the year. If so, review usage and inventory levels and re-
order now to beat the new year rush. 
 
Finally, review your attorney bio pages, your firm's social network pages and the social network pages of your attorneys. Are 
the images, voice and tone of each consistent with each other and your brand message? Are your attorneys using LinkedIn 
and Twitter in the proper form? If not, write a user guide and do some training with your attorneys to get back on track be-
fore the end of the year. 
 
2. Set reasonable goals 
 
Prepare for next year by create a business plan with SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and timely) goals. 
Your plan should include your firm’s overall goals as the touchstone by which all other goals and actions will be filtered. 
 
When it comes to creating your goals, the less is more rule should apply. The more goals you have, the less likely you will 
be able to focus your time and resources toward each goal – hampering success. 
 
3. Align focus and resources 
 
Your goals will provide you with a foundation for a business plan that will outline your vision, what you want to achieve and 
how you plan to get there. You can use this plan to measure success, plan the tactics you’ll use to achieve those goals and 
create milestones your team can celebrate. Your business plan should spell out the activities that will support each goal. 
Include a breakdown of what will be continued, halted and introduced along with supporting reasons behind each. Be sure 
to include any cost-saving and business development incentives that will support these goals. 
 
The final quarter is the best time to talk with your team about your business plan and goals for the next year. By aligning 
your focus and resources now, you will have a clear understanding about where you will (and won’t) devote your energy. 
 
3 Tips for Planning Your Personal Success 
 
Once you have a clear vision from the firm for next year, you need to live up to those expectations. Making simple tweaks in 
your day can help you achieve personal success that will translate into a healthier, less stressed you! 
 
1. Clean out 
 
Literally. Clean off your desk. Clean out your cabinets, bookshelves and knick-knacks. Get rid of files and other materials 
that you haven’t looked at in the past 12 months. Do the same with electronic files. (Be sure to keep anything that you legal-
ly need to keep, of course!) Move things around your office or work area in order to give yourself a new perspective. 
 

(Continued on page 7) 

Planning for Success in 2017 – Tips to Ensure Success Next Year  
By Allstate Legal  
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2. Plan for productivity 
 
End each day by creating the next day’s “to-do” list. Put it in priority order. Be sure to put the most challenging or important 
task first. Once this is achieved, your other tasks will be more easily managed. You will build momentum to keep you 
achieving productivity for the rest of the day. 
 
Remember to give yourself a reward after you finish your most challenging task. This will keep you feeling inspired, produc-
tive and efficient. Your reward could be as simple as a fresh cup of coffee, a quick walk or even 5 minutes of meditation be-
fore moving on to your next task. 
 
3. Maintain focus 
 
One of the most effective ways to set yourself and your team up for a successful day and year is to remain focused, clear 
and calm. Having the touchstone of your firm’s goals helps you maintain focus on what is important. Continue to filter all 
your to-do’s through your firm’s goals and filter out what doesn’t align with the plan. 
 
Other ways to maintain focus throughout your days include: 
 

 Stop procrastinating 
 
Once you begin to put off tasks, you will start to feel your energy wane and your productivity stall. This leads to a cycle of 
negativity, sluggishness and ineffectiveness. 

 

 Stop multi-tasking 
 
Research shows that we are 25% more productive when we focus on one task at a time. You will get a far better result, cre-
ate less stress for yourself and feel much more empowered as a result. 
 

 Stop checking email 
 
Constant checking of email disrupts your day more than you think. Turn off the notification sound and pop-up window to 
avoid being chained to email. Move your phone to a drawer or somewhere out of site to fight the urge to check notifications 
from social media, text messages, missed calls and the like. 

 

 Start moving 
 
Moving is vital to having consistent energy which of course feeds success. Give yourself short breaks away from your desk. 
A quick walk around the block will give your mind a rest, reinvigorate your whole system and allow new ideas to come in. 
The best ideas often come when you are away from work and the computer, so put it in your schedule and do it! 
 
Planning for success comes down to choices. By having a business plan with attainable and measurable goals, your firm 

will have a touchstone by which all other choices can be filtered. By setting up your day to be productive, you will have a 

filter by which you can make decisions about what is and isn’t important to achieve that day. 

Planning for Success in 2017     (Continued from page 6)  
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Outsourcing Support Services Helps Law Firms  
Meet Business Objectives  
By John Ward, Swiss Post Solutions 

External pressures placed on the national economy for the last few years have run the 
gamut from social unease to political uncertainty to digital security concerns. These fac-
tors have also created and, in some cases, sustained the challenges and obstacles faced 
by the legal industry. Firms of all sizes are wrestling with the question of how to adapt 
while remaining competitive and profitable. 
 
One answer to the industry’s challenges is Business Process Outsourcing. Law firms are 
able to focus on their core business by outsourcing support services to providers that pos-
sess the relevant experience and proven track record of delivering on key business objec-
tives. 
 
In 2016, Swiss Post Solutions (SPS) conducted a survey that posed questions across 
three categories as they relate to outsourcing support services: background information 
(size of firm, outsourcing status, etc.), current state (key business objectives, decision 
makers, etc.), and outlook (outsourcing predictions, digitization, etc.). Law firms of varying 

geographies were surveyed on their various support services including mailroom management, records management and 
front office services such as reception and conference room management. 
 
In evaluating law firm trends in outsourced services and digital solutions, the survey showed how outsourcing has helped 
firms achieve operational efficiencies while delivering other tangible benefits. The trends have shifted: outsourcing benefits 
are no longer exclusive to the largest law firms—firms with 51-150 attorneys are also experiencing positive outcomes. The 
most frequently outsourced office support functions are mailroom and messenger services (82.35%), followed by records 
management and receptionist services (both with 32.35%).  Only 14.71% of respondents currently outsource word pro-
cessing functions while 24.24% of respondent firms not currently outsourcing would consider word processing in the future. 
 
The key business objectives cited by firms are to improve customer service levels (83.33%), to create cost savings 
(66.67%), to gain access to continuous improvements and process innovation (50.00%), and to reach upgraded talent 
(16.67%). Of these goals, a majority of firms agreed that outsourcing has met those critical objectives: 86.36% have experi-
enced continuous improvements, 85.71% have received improved customer service levels, 80.00% have been able to lever-
age a higher caliber and specialized talent pool, and 76.19% have reaped cost savings. 
 
SPS has seen more and more firms looking beyond just cost reduction targets. To stay competitive, the law firms are priori-
tizing the customer service experiences of their own clients and looking for ways to improve. In addition, they are looking for 
an outsourcing partner with a history of providing service excellence. As a complement, the opportunities and resources 
made available by outsourcing with a nationwide service provider can produce higher rates of operational efficiencies, and 
greater standardization across national firm branches. 
 
As firms plan their long term business strategies, 82% of law firms that outsource today plan to continue with the same ser-
vices or additional services in the future. The insights provided by the surveys in 2014, 2015, and 2016 are consistent with 
what we have seen first-hand at SPS with our large, nationwide legal clients. The outsourcing model helps firms across the 
nation reach their business objectives because the firms can then spend their energy and resources supporting their core 
business. 
 
Visit our website (www.swisspostsolutions.com) to download a copy of the SPS Outsourcing Index: Law Firm Trends at: 
http://lp.swisspostsolutions.us/LP=1255 
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I spend a lot of time in the 
legal industry.  As the Law 
Firm Practice leader at 
Risk Strategies (a top 20 
insurance broker), I spend 
my life hanging out with 
Managing Partners and 
Legal Administrators.  
 
 When I am not presenting 

at ALA events or Bar Association events, I am in meetings 
with individual firm leaders.  Eight years ago, we founded 
The Managing Partner Round Table™ which is a mastermind 
best practices group for Managing Partners.  I continue to 
facilitate these regular meetings and we cover various topics 
of interest that are burning for Managing Partners. 
 
Recently, a leading managing partner at a successful firm 
told me about his recent challenge in finding a new CFO at 
his firm.  It took him six months to fill the position.  It was a 
good job – good salary, good position of leadership, and a 
great forward thinking exciting law firm to work at.  Frankly, I 
was perplexed.  Why did it take six months fill this position?  I 
would have thought that he was getting amazing candidates.  
He explained to me that though he was getting a lot of re-
sumes, virtually every candidate was missing essential lead-
ership skills that he needed.  They wanted their CFO to be a 
true leader of the firm – not just someone who could execute 
their ideas, but actually innovate and lead in key areas. 
 
So being the inquisitive person I am, I did research to deter-
mine if this was an industrywide problem.  Are legal adminis-
trators lacking leadership skills?  Even more importantly, 
could I come up with a wish list of managing partners for their 
perfect administrative leader?  I made the rounds and per-
sonally interviewed nearly 40 managing partners and asked 
them: If you could have the perfect Superstar legal adminis-
trator, what would he/she do / be like?  They gave me lots of 
feedback and below are the results categorized in two lists: 
Five areas to excel and Five habits of these superstars.  
Where there are quotation marks (“”), these are actual 
quotes from Managing Partners. 
 

Five Areas to excel: 
 

Communication – Managing Partners want great communi-
cators.  Written and oral communication is the face of the 
firm internally and sometimes even to the outside world.  
“Upfront communication, earlier rather than later” and “Tell 
me the bad news right away, good news can wait”.  Manag-
ing Partners also value you as the communicator go-between 
with you and the rest of the firm.  “Be my ears into what’s 
going on, tell me about the internal thinking around the firm”. 
 
Solutions – Never present problems – always present prob-
lems WITH your solutions for fixing the issue.  Managing 
Partners want to empower you to solve problems in the firm.   
 

“Don’t make me think about things” was a common comment 
from Managing Partners. 
 
Run the Firm – We were not expecting this response.  Man-
aging Partners have a long reputation for getting involved in 
details almost to a fault so the last thing we expected was 
their responses that they want you, the legal administrator to 
“run the firm.”  This, however, was consistently expressed to 
us by almost all of the interviewees: “Run the home, so I can 
be out getting new clients and pieces of work.” One actually 
told us, “Leave me out of it.” 
 
Lateral Partners - Managing Partners expressed that since 
this is such an important issue for the firm’s future succes-
sion and growth, true superstar administrators should con-
tribute to this challenge at the firm.  “Help in any way you can 
here, this is my most important issue.”  Help with the due 
diligence, the integration of the new partners, and any trends 
with their future with the firm. 
 
Bills – While nothing is more basic to the lifeblood of the firm 
than getting the time in, bills approved, bills sent, and bills 
collected, ineffective billing practices continue to plague 
many firms.  Managing Partners specifically identified this 
seemingly mundane task as something they would love if 
their superstar administrators took a leadership role in im-
proving. 
 

Five Habits of Superstar Administrators: 
 

Lifelong Learners – You must constantly update and learn 
to be better at your job.  Managing Partners want you to con-
stantly be looking for new ways to improve the firm.  “I don’t 
pay you today’s salary for what you knew 20 years ago.”  
 
Forward Thinking – Managing Partners expect you to be on 
top of the historical information like reporting collections and 
profits timely, but they also want you to be forward-thinking to 
notice trends, problems, and challenges that will likely arise 
down-the-road the firm is going.  “Look at the numbers, TELL 
me what things are important and what I should be doing 
about them.” 
 
Organized – Opposite to themselves, Managing Partners 
want you to be organized.  “Be the institutional memory of 
the firm.”  Seemingly mundane, being organized can serve 
as an important role in firm decision-making.  By understand-
ing how the firm approached past similar decisions, you can 
help the firm make better and quicker decisions. 
 
Ownership – Act like an owner of the firm.  Consider all of 
the options, take the initiative, and act as if firm funds were 
your own.  “Take charge / Take the initiative to watch our 
bottom line.” 
 
Confidence – This habit while not skill-specific is critical to 
the management of the firm so it’s a habit that is highly  
 

Superstar Administrators: What are they doing that I’m not  
By Uri Gutfreund, Risk Strategies 
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sought after by all partners of law firms.  Assuming that you are recommending and acting on good analysis and good infor-
mation, Managing Partners want you to have the confidence to lead them (the partners) and the firm to make the right deci-
sions. 

 
Some of you reading this might be asking what about all of the daily routines of running a practice. Skills in areas like facili-
ties, technology, math, office details, and issues are expected minimum competencies.  Those are not the skills Managing 
Partners crave to create value to the firm so don’t hang your shingle based on those skill sets.  Those are the building blocks 
for the higher level performance and contributions discussed above. 
 
As you begin your prioritizing for the firm in 2017, do not forget to prioritize yourself.  It’s good for you and it’s good for the 
firm too.  Managing Partners are a finicky group but by working on these priorities, you can be ahead of the curve in the new 
year.  
 
Uri Gutfreund, RPLU, is the National Law Firm Practice Leader at Risk Strategies Company, a top 20 national insurance 
brokerage, and the Founder and Moderator of the Managing Partner Round Table™, a regional peer-to-peer professional 
development group. Gutfreund oversees all of law firm specialty areas, including health, professional liability, property and 
casualty, cyber, and EPLI. He's a frequent writer and speaker on law firm leadership, law firm business practices, and insur-
ance and risk management at national and regional conferences. 

Superstar Administrators:       (Continued from page 10) 
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We’ve spent 2016 helping our clients react to the rise of ransomware and worrying 
blossoming of cybersecurity threats targeting law firms. Fortunately, the majority of our 
work has been of the proactive nature rather than the result of a successful attack. Un-
fortunately, however, the latter does happen.  
 
We expect 2017 to remain a similarly digitally dangerous world. In fact, it is likely at-
tacks will increase in number, grow in the computing power behind them and become 
increasingly complex. As much as the digital threat to firms’ computers and networks 

grows, though, the leading cause of a successful data breach remains the same: humans.  
 
Here are three pieces of advice we have for 2017:  
 
1. Implement two-factor authentication to prevent unauthorized access to your network and confidential data. Two locks 
are better than one when it comes to identity management. 
 
2. Deploy behavior-based endpoint protection to upgrade your security from traditional – now ineffective – antivirus so-
lutions. Hackers’ abilities have evolved. Why would your defenses remain the same? 
 
3. Most important, establish an up-to-date and consistent training program for your fellow staff. Your most dangerous 
assets are also your greatest opportunities for enhancing your law firm’s cybersecurity.  
 
While we may seem to have a dour outlook for 2017, in truth, we look forward to the unveiling of a number of helpful, easy-to-
use and secure technologies that will improve our lives – professionally and personally.  

 

Don’t Pay the Ransom (or other Costs) in 2017  
By William Pate, Innovative Computing Systems  

http://www.innovativecomp.com/
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Holiday Luncheon 
December 8, 2016 
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Holiday Luncheon 
December 8, 2016 
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TEST YOURSELF!  

1. A law firm has installed a new computer system at a total cost of $400,000. The firm decides to finance 
the system through a capital lease over a five year period. What would be the effect on the assets section of the 
firm’s balance sheet at the time of acquisition? 
 
 a.  increase by $80,000 
 b. increase by $400,000 
 c. not be affected because the lease is an off-balance sheet transaction. 
 d. increase by the cost of the system plus the accrued interest for the term financed. 
 
2. An effective progressive discipline procedure: 
 
 a. includes feedback which is provided after several offenses 
 b. is intended to improve performance 
 c. is a systematic process intended to lead to demotion or termination 
 d. provides for informal counsel sessions 
 
3. A key factor in determining pay equity is: 
 
 a. reporting hierarchy 
 b. what title has been assigned to an individual 
 c. how well an individual performs his/her job 
 c. when an individual was hired 
 
4. A significant characteristic of the strategic planning process is that: 
 
 a. planning is usually sequential and linear. 
 b. goals and strategies can often trade places. 
 c. once begun, people involved tend to become more committed to the outcomes.  
 d. goals are usually best developed top-down. 
 
5. For federal income tax purposes, a Limited Liability Company is treated like a(n): 
 
 a. partnership. 
 b. corporation. 
 d. professional corporation. 
 d. S corporation 
   

Answers on page 19 
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MEMBER ANNIVERSARIES Congratulations! 

MEMBER NAME        ALA JOIN DATE        ANNIVERSARY 

November   

Nancy Hamlett  25 

Diane Miller  25 

Saskia White  23 

John Randall  11 

Erik Scales  10 

Betty Smith  9 

Juanita Luna  3 

Jennifer Dullea  2 

Bella Askinazi  2 

   

   

   

December   

Susan Newberry  35 

Linda Chu  25 

Marsha van Broek  24 

Karen Nelson  23 

Monique Defebaugh  10 

Katherine Hollander  4 

Becky Ma  1 
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ADAMS & MARTIN GROUP 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 CFS/MILLICARE 

CORODATA RECORDS MANAGE-

MENT 

INSIDESOURCE 

IST MANAGEMENT SERVICES, 

INC. 

 

KONICA MINOLTA  

THE LIGATURE 

SWISS POST SOLUTIONS  

If you have any questions or wish to invite a potential Business Partner to join our program, please contact Suzanne Lawler at 

slawler@lubinolson.com.  Complete BP information is available at alasf.org. 

AHERN INSURANCE BROKERAGE  

ARMANINO, LLP 

BEHMKE REPORTING AND VIDEO SER-

VICE 

DATASAFE, INC. 

DOCUMENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

(DTI) 

ELEMENT PROFESSIONAL STAFF-

ING 

HGA ARCHITECTS 

INNOVATIVE COMPUTING SYSTEMS 

KEARNEY BOYLE & ASSOCIATES 

 

NATIONWIDE LEGAL 

PATHWAYS PERSONNEL 

THE PEOPLE CONNECTION 

FLEXMANAGE 

RICOH LEGAL 

RIPPE & KINGSTON 

VENDOR DIRECT SOLUTIONS 

WAITERS ON WHEELS 

 

 

CITY NATIONAL BANK 

FIRST LEGAL NETWORK 

ROBERT HALF LEGAL 
 

 THANK YOU 2016-17 BUSINESS PARTNERS FOR YOUR SUPPORT  

OF THE GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER AND  

YOUR COMMITMENT TO THE LEGAL COMMUNITY 

For a listing of our Business Partners by Specialty Click:  BP Directory 

NELSON LEGAL 

 

http://www.alasf.org/en/directories/search.asp
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TEST YOURSELF: ANSWERS! 
 

 
 

Don’t forget to use the job bank on our web site!  

Members can send resumes to our Job Bank Chair and check on-line for 
openings. 

Employers can post openings for free on the website and get copies of résumés 
in the Job Bank. 

Just click http: www.alasf.org/job-bank to go directly to the Job Bank or contact 
our Job Bank Chair—Jennifer Connon at Jennifer.connon@kirkland.com 

415-439-1360. 
 

       Jennifer Connon    

 Chapter Job Bank 

 
1. A law firm has installed a new computer system at a total cost of $400,000. The firm decides to finance the system 
through a capital lease over a five year period. What would be the effect on the assets section of the firm’s balance sheet at the 
time of acquisition? 
 
 b. increase by $400,000 
  
2. An effective progressive discipline procedure: 
 
 b. is intended to improve performance 
 
3. A key factor in determining pay equity is: 
 
 c. how well an individual performs his/her job 
 
4. A significant characteristic of the strategic planning process is that: 
 
 b. goals and strategies can often trade places. 
 
5. For federal income tax purposes, a Limited Liability Company is treated like a(n): 
 
 a. partnership. 
    
 

 

http://www.alasf.org/job-bank/
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OFFICERS 
 
President 
Ceanne H. Herndon* 
Beveridge & Diamond, P.C. 
415-262-4000 
cherndon@bdlaw.com 
 
Vice President/President-Elect 
Annie Lathram* 
Reed Smith LLP 
415- 659-5939  
alathram@reedsmith.com 
 
Secretary 
Linda Belcher* 
Musick, Peeler & Garrett LLP 
415-281-2040 
l.belcher@mpglaw.com 
 
Treasurer 
Cynthia Walrod, CLM, PHR* 
Adler & Colvin 
415-421-7555 
cynthia@adlercolvin.com 
 
Vice-Treasurer 
Crystal Evers* 
Dannis Woliver Kelley  
415-543-4111 
cevers@DWKesq.com 

 
Director-at-Large 
Dennis Clark* 
Trucker & Huss 
415-788-3111 
dclark@truckerhuss.com 
 

Immediate Past President 
Pamela Delnevo*, SPHR 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
415-268-5055 
pdelnevo@mofo.com 

 
SECTIONS 
 

Finance 
Co-Chairs 
Jennifer Mansfield* 
Blacker Sammis & Blacker 
415-397-3222 
Jennifer@blackersammis.com 
 
Michael Koehne 
Goodin Macbride 
415-392-7900 
mkoehne@goodinmacbride.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Human Resources 
Co-Chairs 
Penny Marie Evans* 
Hanson, Crawford, Crum Family 
Law Group  
510-368-8842  
pevans@hansonflg.com 
 
Jennifer Dullea 
Hanson Bridgett, LLP  
415-995-5163 
jdullea@hansonbridgett.com 
 
Kristen Russell  
Grancell, Stander, Reubens 
415-892-7676 
krussell@grancell-law.com  

Leadership & Management 
Co-Chairs 
Linda Republicano* 
Carlson, Calladine & Peterson 
LLP 
415-901-0969  
lrepublicano@ccplaw.com 
 
Angelique Shakespeare 
Schiff Hardin LLP  
415-901-8680 
ashakespeare@schiffhardin.com 

Operations & Technology 
Co-Chairs 
Karen Baltier-Long* 
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP 
415-276-6500 
baltk@dwt.com 

Rachel Patterson 
Hanson Bridgett LLP  
415-995-5851 
rpatterson@hansonbridgett.com  
 

 
COMMITTEES 
 
Business Partnering  
Co-Chairs 
Suzanne Lawler 
Lubin Olson & Niewiadomski LLP 
415-955-5039 
slawler@lubinolson.com 
 
Matthew Ogden 
Duane Morris LLP 
415-957-3035 
msogden@duanemorris.com 
 
Evalina Cunha 
Jones Day 
415—626-3939 
ecunha@jonesday.com  
 
 
 
 

Maryann Milla 
Fox Rothschild LLP  
415-364-5549 
mmilla@foxrothschild.com 
 
Community Connection  
Co-Chairs 
Katherine Hollander 
Friedman & Springwater LLP 
415-834-3817 
khollander@friedmanspring.com 
 
Lucrecia L. Flores 
Jones, Clifford, Johnson, Dehner, 
Wong 
415-431-5310 
lflores@jonesclifford.com  
 
Jeanne C. Freed 
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP 
415-552-7272 
freed@smwlaw.com 

 
Diversity/Intern  
Co-Chairs 
Jaqueline Hughes 
Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky 
and Popeo PC 
415-696-5255 
jdhughes@mintz.com 

Carolina Altamirano 
Strike and Techel  
415-237-6397 
Carolina@strikeandtechel.com  
 
Job Bank  
Chair 
Jennifer Kay Connon, CLM   
Kirkland & Ellis LLP  
415-439-1360  
jennifer.connon@kirkland.com 
 
Regional Representative 
Suzanne Lawler 
Lubin Olson & Niewiadomski LLP 
415-955-5039 
slawler@lubinolson.com 
 
Membership  
Co-Chairs 
Kim Coates 
Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP 
415-512-4000 
kim.coates@mto.com 
 
Charity Woodward 
Hassard Bonnington LLP 
415-288-9800 
csw@hassard.com 

 
 
 
 

Newsletter 
Designer 
Diane M. Miller 
King & Spalding 
415-318-1201 
dmmiller@kslaw.com 
 
 
Proofreaders 
Matthew Ogden 
Duane Morris LLP 
415-957-3035 
msogden@duanemorris.com 
 
Quarterly Meetings/Events  
Co-Chairs 
Sue Granelli 
Ropes & Gray 
415-315-6326 
susan.granelli@ropesgray.com 

Yvonne Millette, CLM 
Sidley Austin LLP 
415-772-1200 
ymillette@sidley.com 

Salary & Benefits Survey  
David Chi 
Zelle Hofmann Voelbel & Mason 
415-693-0700 
dchi@zelle.com 
 
Webmaster 
Co-Chairs 
Ingrid C. Hester, SPHR, CLM 
Farella Braun & Martel LLP 
415-954-4923 
ihester@fbm.com 
 
Katherine Hollander 
Friedman & Springwater LLP 
415-834-3817 
khollander@friedmanspring.com 

 

  Golden Gate Chapter Leadership 2016 - 2017 

__________________________ 
* Board of Director 

mailto:sally.hatchett@ropesgray.com
mailto:karenbaltierlong@dwt.com
mailto:mkoehne@goodinmacbride.com
mailto:tammy.france@sdma.com
mailto:tammy.france@sdma.com
mailto:lrepublicano@ccplaw.com
mailto:slawler@steinlubin.com
mailto:mogden@hinshawlaw.com
mailto:slawler@steinlubin.com
mailto:milla@kerrwagstaffe.com
mailto:jmarlow@hershfamlaw.com
mailto:jconnon@reedsmith.com
mailto:slawler@steinlubin.com
mailto:Jason.Santiago@jacksonlewis.com
mailto:dmmiller@kslaw.com
mailto:mogden@hinshawlaw.com
mailto:karenbaltierlong@dwt.com
mailto:karenbaltierlong@dwt.com
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www.alasf.org                
ALA GOLDEN GATE  

CHAPTER CALENDAR 

 November/December 2016 

Submission deadline for the  

January/February 2017 issue of 
the electronic newsletter The 

Bridge is January 16, 2017. 
Please send submissions to: 

 
cherndon@bdlaw.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up-To-The-Minute Chapter  
and Association event information. 

 
Just click on the calendar above. 

mailto:lrepublicano@ccplaw.com
http://www.alasf.org/en/cev/mon/index.asp?date=5/19/2012&cecalendareventtypeid=15

